GPCC Executive Committee  
April 12, 2017  
KH 3420  
1:30pm  

Minutes  

Present: David Baugher, Jeff Chastine, Mike Dishman, Stephanie Foote, Sherrill Hayes, Albert Jimenez, M.A. Karim, Cherilyn McLester, Scott Nowak  

1. New proposals:  
   a. CHEM 7720 – new course  
   b. Educational Leadership Tier II Certification – program revision  
   c. Educational Leadership EDS – name change and program revisions  
   d. MS Computer Science – admission requirement revisions  

Discussion: hold all new proposals until August since they came in after last posted meeting and they will not make F17 catalog, except EDS in Ed Leadership. Consider only name change for EDS in EDL so it can go to BOR with EDD name change.  

2. Second reads:  
   a. EDD, EDS, MED in MG and SEC program revisions and associated courses  

Discussion: hold until August because HIST 6700 and SCED 7791 syllabi revisions were substantially different and need review from lower curriculum bodies. No urgency since catalog for F17 closed.  

3. Master of Fine Arts (MFA) full proposal  
   Discussion: Meet with Dept of Dance over Summer with available GPCC EC members to work out issues.